
How Incentivized Losing Undermines The
Integrity Of Our Major Professional Sports
In the world of professional sports, the pursuit of victory and glory has always
been the driving force for teams and athletes. However, a concerning trend has
emerged in recent years – the incentivized losing strategy. This practice, often
seen in major professional leagues, undermines the very integrity of the game
and tarnishes its reputation.

The incentivized losing strategy, commonly known as tanking, refers to deliberate
actions taken by teams to intentionally lose games in order to gain certain
advantages such as higher draft picks or financial benefits. This manipulative
tactic not only affects the team involved but also undermines the fairness and
competitiveness of the entire league.

One way teams employ this strategy is by intentionally fielding weaker lineups or
resting star players during critical games. By doing so, they increase the
likelihood of losing, thereby improving their position in the draft order. While it
may seem like a calculated move to secure future talent, it compromises the
integrity of the game and disappoints fans who expect their teams to compete at
the highest level.
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Another method utilized by teams is through strategic trades or releases of
valuable players in exchange for future assets. By dismantling a competitive team
and focusing on rebuilding, franchises aim to secure high draft picks that could
potentially revitalize the team in the long run. However, this short-term sacrifice
devalues the worth of the sport, making it less enjoyable for fans and damaging
the league's reputation.

The consequences of incentivized losing extend beyond the immediate impact on
the game. It also creates a culture of defeatism and mediocrity within
organizations. When teams prioritize gaining advantages through losing instead
of promoting a winning mentality, it hampers player development, discourages
athletes from giving their best effort, and ultimately leads to a decline in the
overall competitive level of the league.

Furthermore, incentivized losing damages fan trust and loyalty. Sports
enthusiasts invest their time, money, and emotions in supporting their favorite
teams. They expect them to compete fiercely and provide thrilling entertainment.
However, when teams deliberately sacrifice their chances of winning, fans feel
betrayed and lose faith in the integrity of the sport they love. This disillusionment
can lead to decreased attendance, TV ratings, and overall engagement, causing
financial repercussions for not only the teams but also the league itself.
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One of the major reasons behind the prevalence of incentivized losing is the
flawed system of rewarding teams based on their performance. Major
professional leagues often allocate draft picks or other benefits using a system
that favors struggling teams. While the intention may be to create parity and
equal opportunities for all franchises, it inadvertently encourages teams to
prioritize losing for future gains, rather than focusing on immediate success and
the spirit of competition.

So, what can be done to address this growing concern and prevent incentivized
losing? First and foremost, leagues need to reevaluate their reward systems to
ensure they do not unintentionally promote tanking. Implementing alternative
strategies such as lottery systems or draft pick rotations can reduce the
temptation for teams to deliberately lose games for better draft positions.

Additionally, stronger penalties should be imposed on teams found guilty of
tanking. These penalties could include significant fines, loss of draft picks, or
even temporary bans from participating in future drafts. By levying strict
consequences, organizations will think twice before resorting to such dishonest
tactics.

Leagues should also consider implementing stricter regulations on player trades
and releases. While teams have the right to make personnel decisions,
preventing excessive dismantling of competitive teams can help maintain the
integrity of the game. Limiting the number of valuable players that can be
released or traded within a certain period can ensure teams cannot easily
manipulate their rosters for tanking purposes.

Moreover, creating a culture of accountability within the league is crucial.
Encouraging transparency and reporting mechanisms for identifying and
addressing tanking behavior can help fans regain trust in the sport. Unbiased



investigations and swift action against teams and individuals involved in
incentivized losing can demonstrate the league's commitment to upholding
integrity.

The fight against incentivized losing is not an easy task, but it is essential for the
long-term health and credibility of professional sports. By addressing the root
causes, reevaluating reward systems, imposing stricter penalties, and fostering
accountability, we can restore the integrity and fairness that fans deserve.

It is high time for leagues, teams, players, and fans to come together and
acknowledge the detrimental impact of incentivized losing. Together, we can
preserve the essence of sports – a thrilling display of skill, competition, and the
pursuit of victory – while ensuring that our major professional sports maintain
their integrity for generations to come.
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Our major professional sports leagues are in a state of crisis and everyone talks
about it, but nobody is talking about it! Brad Kullman combines his experience as
a high-ranking major league baseball executive with extensive study of human
behavior and performance, as he frames the conversation with this compelling
investigative expose that asks a critical question: What is the difference between
trying to lose and not trying to win?

Everyone who follows major league sports knows that losing teams can benefit
by losing more. We talk about it freely, as if it is an inherent and inseparable part
of the major league game. Yet nobody is talking about how the encouragement of
extreme losing provided by a backward system is damaging the integrity of play.
Kullman presents undeniable evidence based on numerous examples in which
teams from each of the "Big Four" major leagues (NFL, MLB, NBA, NHL)
purposely did not try to win regular season games. Teams employ this "losing"
strategy in hopes of improving the team's long-term fortunes by "winning" a more
advantageous position in the conceptually flawed "reverse standings" amateur
draft. While league officials, team owners, pundits, and fans collectively look the
other way and pretend it is not doing harm, Kullman explores how the issue of
losing (to win) is undermining the integrity of play to the point that we should all
be up in arms!"

Tanking" is the art of purposely losing while giving the appearance of "trying" to
win. Kullman incorporates his experience in a major league baseball front office
along with his unique perspective of human understanding to examine how
tanking has quietly reached epidemic levels in today's game. Most importantly,
Kullman introduces an ingenious solution that can be quickly and readily
implemented, which will bring integrity back to the spirit of the game and put the
"compete" back in competition!
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